AMS By-Election
Fall 2017
Filza Raza, Elections Administrator
Nominations open: **Sept. 4th**
(Forms available online and in front of AMS offices on the 3rd floor of the NEST)

Nominations close: **Sept. 11th at 3:30PM**
(Followed by an all-candidates meeting at 5PM)
Campaigning: **Sept. 12\textsuperscript{th} (12AM)**

Events:
- Debate on **Sept. 14\textsuperscript{th} at 5:30PM** (MKF)
- Coffee with Candidates on **TBA**
Voting polls open: Sept. 18th at 12:00AM
Voting polls close: Sept. 22nd at 4:00PM

Results: Sept. 22nd at 5:30PM (Pit)
• Increase candidate participation
  • Potentially booth on Imagine Day
  • Online marketing
  • Posters

• Increase voter turnout from previous AMS By-Election
  • Using strategies that were successful for the General Election: social media marketing, polling stations in prime locations, get out the vote parties etc...

• Clear communication:
  • Description of the role, timeline, election processes and procedures, etc...
Questions?